Basketball

Christmas Games (Continued from Page 1)

Boston area teams will play two major games against City College of New York on Friday night and against Brown's Institute of Technology on Saturday afternoon. Although the flashlight game has dropped the CCNY championship, the Institute still has a good team, and will be the Raiders a hard time. The Stevens game is always interesting, since the Stevens engineering school is a natural rival for M.I.T. The CCNY game is a tough one, since the Engineers have not met City, but Stevens defeated the Harvard squash last year in a close game.

The next home game will be on Tuesday, December 16, against the University of New Hampshire. The game will be played in the new Memorial. The UNH game promises to be a good one, as the New Hampshires team has several excellent players.
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.atomic decays are often accidental and not necessarily related to the stability of the atomic nucleus. The neutron, for example, has a half-life of 10.7 minutes. The proton and the electron have no known half-life. The neutron, in fact, decays by emitting an electron and an antineutrino, a particle that has no mass and no charge. This process, known as beta decay, is a fundamental process in nuclear physics.

The neutron, being electrically neutral, does not interact directly with electromagnetic forces. However, it does interact weakly, through the weak nuclear force, which is responsible for processes such as beta decay and neutrino production. The weak force is much weaker than the electromagnetic force, but it is the force that is responsible for the decay of unstable atomic nuclei.

In conclusion, the neutron is an essential component of the atomic nucleus, and its properties are fundamental to our understanding of nuclear physics.

L. S. C. LECTURE

Percy Bridgman, head of the Lyman Physics Laboratory at Harvard will speak next Tuesday, Dec. 16, in Room 10-250 at 5:00 P.M. Dr. Bridgman's topic will be "Science, The General Public, and Some Social Aspects." The lecture is free all night.

Harvard Decisions Squash Team 7-2 Freshman Bow 9-0

The varsity squash team lost a 7-2 decision to a powerful Harvard team on the M.I.T. campus Wednesday, December 16. The only winners for Tech were Nick Matlack and Paul Rudzinski, both losing 3-2. Coach Jack Summers cited the excellent play of both Matlack and Matlack's winning, and noted that Tech's number one man, Paul Rudzinski, also played well, although he was outmatched by his opponent, Watts.

There were no corresponding matches, but, much improved, lost to the Harvard Prove by a score of 6-0. The matches were con- sidered greatly to the downfall of the Tech team, as several numbers of the team had been playing for less than a year.

The next match for the varsity team will be on January 8, when the Wesleyan varsity will visit Cambridge. The freshmen are also scheduled to meet the Wesleyan Freshman team.

Harvard Decisions (Continued from Page 2)

This together with stronger defense and more consistent selection of the existing regulations, may cut down the flood of unnecessary material.

As most students know, there was recently a false alarm in the Burton House, to which a considerable portion of the Fire Department responded. The discussion resulting from this incident, led by the members from East Baker House, a lively discussion ensued, led by the members from East Campus, to defeat the motion. A roll call vote was finally taken, and the motion was soundly defeated.

Jay Bostrode made a motion to the effect that all house committee members should be elected at the beginning of each semester, instead of once a year, as they are at present. The motion was taken for further study.

W.M.I.T. has asked Dormcomm for a loan of $300 which would be used to publish a weekly bulletin listing the number of people it handled during the preceding seven days.

W.M.I.T. includes "competing interests," but after the war refused to retreat to their homes and kept heading West. Dr. Marie Rostock, Harvard's Russian Research Center, summed up the result of "torque as a System of Power" this way:

BOWLING

The second Intramural Bowling season will officially begin on Monday, December 15, at the Walker Room. This year, the system has been revised in order to allow more people to play in the Intramural leagues, and matches will be held on a more differentially free last text for all the information on bowling, see your athletic chairman.

This is the first time that the Beavers school is a natural rival for M.I.T. since the New Jersey engineering school is a natural rival for M.I.T. The CCNY championship was destroyed by a score of 9-0. Inexperience contributed greatly to the downfall of Tech's number one man, Paul Rudzinski, also played well, although he was outmatched by his opponent, Watts.